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Small In-between Cabinet In Precious Wood, Louis XV / Louis XVI Transition Style - Early 20th Century

2 600 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Restauré par notre atelier

Width : 70

Height : 102

Depth : 38
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Dealer

Antiquités Lecomte
Antiquaire Généraliste

Tel : 02.40.57.63.83

Mobile : 06.38.26.81.12

Nationale 137

HERIC 44810

Description

Small Louis XV-Louis XVI style inlaid piece of

furniture in kingwood, lemon tree, sycamore,

amaranth and mahogany. This piece of furniture

opens with a belt drawer with two laurel wreath

handles and an original central lock with Louis

XVI knot, accompanied by its key in working

order. Its mahogany veneer front is embellished

with kingwood fillet and lemon tree fillet. Below,

it opens with two doors in mahogany four-leaf

veneer with in the center a large oval medallion in

sycamore wood with inlays of light wood and

tinted wood, forming a decoration on the theme

of music. Foliage and flowers surround

instruments and musical scores. The right door

has a chiseled bronze entrance with original lock

and key in working order. The amounts of this

refined piece of furniture are with cut sides in



horizontal veneer embellished with a fillet of

lemon tree and adorned with a bronze fall in the

upper part. Each upright ends with a curve and a

slight groove on each side and ends with a hoof

foot. Inside, we find an adjustable shelf on a rack.

On the sides, the mahogany veneer is made in

butterfly wing embellished with fillets of

amaranth and lemon trees. The top of the cabinet

is also made of four butterfly-wing leaves in

blond mahogany with a rosewood and ebony

surround followed by a more sustained

mahogany. Inspired by Transition, this small

piece of furniture with fine marquetry is

characterized by its refinement and elegance.

********* Period: Early 20th century. In a

perfect state. Waxed finish on hard bottom.

Delivery possible, in France and in Europe, by

our partner specialized in the transport of

furniture. Dimensions: Width: 70 cm Depth: 38

cm Height: 102 cm reference: 400U More photos

on our website:
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xvi-early-20th


